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Benefits of E-sign:

Cost Savings, Compliance Savings, Time Savings

To access IDS's E-sign Webinar video:
Login at idsDoc.com » Resources tab » IDS Customer Service » Webinar Videos

here are many costs associated with printing and
sending out initial disclosures to be signed by the borrower. There are monetary costs such as paper, envelopes,
postage, printers, ink, maintenance, office space, labor,
etc. You also have the costs of compliance, whether that
be the cost of one compliance officer, a compliance team,
or the costs of being out of compliance. With all of the
major disclosure changes made in the last five years and
the upcoming compliance reform, maintaining compliance
within the company has become a greater expense with
each passing year.
Going paperless with idsDoc’s E-sign eliminates many of
the costs associated with initial disclosures. Firstly, savings on postage, paper, envelopes, etc., would be significant. Secondly, the compliance of your initial disclosures
is backed by IDS’s in-house compliance team, who is up to
date on the latest laws and regulations; this lightens much
of the weight of compliance from your company.
Additionally, there are time savings and efficiencies
gained through using E-sign. According to the U.S. Postal
Service, the distribution of physical letters and packages
has declined 25.4% in the last 6 years. With the convenience of e-mail and social media, the desire to communicate faster through technology has not only risen, it is
becoming the standard. Therefore, adopting an automated
process for initial disclosures not only saves time, it meets
buyers’ desires and expectations. IDS Director of Sales &
Marketing Matthew Mackey said about borrower expectation of signing initial disclosures, “It’s not in three days
they’re interested in, it’s in three minutes.”
With idsDoc E-sign, the initial disclosures are sent straight
to the borrowers e-mail box where they can read, sign,
save, and return the document package in minutes. To
learn more about how idsDoc’s E-sign works, view the recent webinar video that demo's our process.

TIP: IDS Resources

Website Now Live

The IDS Resources website is now active and available to all
IDS clients upon logging in to idsDoc. You may access this resource site by clicking on the “Resources” tab in the top navigation menu. There, you will find that this site not only contains
the featured Compliance Updates blog, but a number of compliance and company resources, such as state compliance matrices, customer service FAQ, LOS integration demos, webinar
videos, and various sample packages.
The IDS Resources website is an evolving entity that will continue to grow as more resources are developed and added.
With that being said, check the site frequently for the latest
news and resources.
Have a request for a resource that you think would be helpful?
E-mail complianceupdates@idsdoc.com with a description of
the resource you're looking to use.

TRID Hot Topic Series
IDS Compliance is well into the process of preparing its proprietary software system for the TILA-RESPA Integrated Disclosures (“TRID”). In support of these upcoming changes, IDS Compliance started a TRID Hot Topic Series on the IDS Resources
compliance blog for all IDS clients to refer to. Some of the topics that have been covered thus far for TRID are:
»
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»
»
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»
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Waivers
6 Points of an Application
How Many Loan Estimates Should Be Given Per Consumer Application?
Limits on Verifying Documentation Prior to Issuing a Loan Estimate
Fees, App, and “Intent to Proceed”
Verification of Information
Responsibility of LE Delivery for Lenders and Brokers

TRID Hot Topic Series: How Many Loan Estimates Should Be Given Per Consumer Application?
Published July 7, 2014 on IDS Resources
Today’s hot topic relates to a question IDS Compliance
recently heard asked by a member of the industry to an
industry expert. The question posed went as follows: “on
the same Loan Number, can a lender provide two or more
loan estimates to the borrower for different loan types?”
He stated in reply that the definition of application doesn’t
include what product the consumer is interested in, so
when an application is received by a loan officer, the product to be disclosed to the consumer is not immediately
apparent. He then added that the rule does, however, say
that on the LE a lender must show a loan ID number that’s
unique to the transaction. The expert pointed out that a
lender would be “brave” to try and disclose more than one
loan product for the same transaction.

IDS Compliance agrees with the expert responding to this
question and would further add that lenders will face other complications if they try to disclose multiple products
with an LE, or, similarly, multiple LEs in conjunction with
a single loan application. For example, disclosing multiple
LEs may (1) create confusion for the borrower; (2) create
additional product tracking issues for the lender; (3) create
additional fair lending or HMDA reporting requirements
for the lender; or (4) require additional data gathering, entry, and storage per loan application. That said, IDS Compliance is keeping a close eye on this issue so that IDS
Compliance can adequately prepare its system to handle
the way that our clients will be using the system to generate their Loan Estimates.
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